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Somnambulism
A fragment
[The following fragment will require no other preface or commentary than an extract from the Vienna Gazette of June 14,
1784. “At Great Glogau, in Silesia, the attention of physicians,
and of the people, has been excited by the case of a young man,
whose behaviour indicates perfect health in all respects but
one. He has a habit of rising in his sleep, and performing a
great many actions with as much order and exactness as when
awake. This habit for a long time showed itself in freaks and
achievements merely innocent, or, at least, only troublesome
and inconvenient, till about six weeks ago. At that period a
shocking event took place about three leagues from the town,
and in the neighbourhood where the youth’s family resides. A
young lady, travelling with her father by night, was shot dead
upon the road, by some person unknown. The officers of justice took a good deal of pains to trace the author of the crime,
and at length, by carefully comparing circumstances, a suspicion was fixed upon this youth. After an accurate scrutiny, by
the tribunal of the circle, he has been declared author of the
murder: but what renders the case truly extraordinary is, that
there are good reasons for believing that the deed was perpetrated by the youth while asleep, and was entirely unknown to
himself. The young woman was the object of his affection, and
the journey in which she had engaged had given him the utmost anxiety for her safety.”]

Our

guests were preparing to retire for the night, when
somebody knocked loudly at the gate. The person was immediately admitted, and presented a letter to Mr. Davis. This
letter was from a friend, in which he informed our guest of certain concerns of great importance, on which the letter-writer
was extremely anxious to have a personal conference with his
friend; but knowing that he intended to set out from —— four
days previous to his writing, he was hindered from setting out
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by the apprehension of missing him upon the way. Meanwhile,
he had deemed it best to send a special messsage to quicken his
motions, should he be able to find him.
The importance of this interview was such, that Mr. Davis
declared his intention of setting out immediately. No solicitations could induce him to delay a moment. His daughter, convinced of the urgency of his motives, readily consented to
brave the perils and discomforts of a nocturnal journey.
This event had not been anticipated by me. The shock that
it produced in me was, to my own apprehension, a subject of
surprise. I could not help perceiving that it was greater than
the occasion would justify. The pleasures of this intercourse
were, in a moment, to be ravished from me. I was to part from
my new friend, and when we should again meet it was impossible to foresee. It was then that I recollected her expressions,
that assured me that her choice was fixed upon another. If I
saw her again, it would probably be as a wife. The claims of
friendship, as well as those of love, would then be swallowed
up by a superior and hateful obligation.
But, though betrothed, she was not wedded. That was yet
to come; but why should it be considered as inevitable? Our
dispositions and views must change with circumstances. Who
was he that Constantia Davis had chosen? Was he born to outstrip all competitors in ardour and fidelity? We cannot fail of
chusing that which appears to us most worthy of choice. He
had hitherto been unrivalled; but was not this day destined to
introduce to her one, to whose merits every competitor must
yield? He that would resign this prize, without an arduous
struggle, would, indeed, be of all wretches the most pusillanimous and feeble.
Why, said I, do I cavil at her present choice? I will maintain
that it does honour to her discernment. She would not be that
accomplished being which she seems, if she had acted other wise. It would be sacrilege to question the rectitude of her conduct. The object of her choice was worthy. The engagement of
her heart in his favour was unavoidable, because her experience
had not hitherto produced one deserving to be placed in competition with him. As soon as his superior is found, his claims
will be annihilated. Has not this propitious accident supplied
the defects of her former observation? But soft! is she not be-
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trothed? If she be, what have I to dread? The engagement is
accompanied with certain conditions. Whether they be openly
expressed or not, they necessarily limit it. Her vows are binding
on condition that the present situation continues, and that another does not arise, previously to marriage, by whom claims
those of the present lover will be justly superseded.
But how shall I contend with this unknown admirer? She is
going whither it will not be possible for me to follow her. An
interview of a few hours is not sufficient to accomplish the important purpose that I meditate; but even this is now at an end.
I shall speedily be forgotten by her. I have done nothing that
entitles me to a place in her remembrance. While my rival will
be left at liberty to prosecute his suit, I shall be abandoned to
solitude, and have no other employment than to ruminate on
the bliss that has eluded my grasp. If scope were allowed to my
exertions, I might hope that they would ultimately be crowned
with success; but, as it is, I am manacled and powerless. The
good would easily be reached, if my hands were at freedom:
now that they are fettered, the attainment is impossible.
But is it true that such is my forlorn condition? What is it
that irrecoverably binds me to this spot? There are seasons of
respite from my present occupations, in which I commonly indulge myself in journeys. This lady’s habitation is not at an immeasurable distance from mine. It may be easily comprised
within the sphere of my excursions. Shall I want a motive or
excuse for paying her a visit? Her father has claimed to be better
acquainted with my uncle. The lady has intimated, that the
sight of me, at any future period, will give her pleasure. This
will furnish ample apology for visiting their house. But why
should I delay my visit? Why not immediately attend them on
their way? If not on their whole journey, at least for a part of it?
A journey in darkness is not unaccompanied with peril. Whatever be the caution or knowledge of their guide, they cannot
be supposed to surpass mine, who have trodden this part of the
way so often, that my chamber floor is scarcely more familiar
to me. Besides, there is danger, from which, I am persuaded,
my attendance would be a sufficient, an indispensable safeguard.
I am unable to explain why I conceived this journey to be attended with uncommon danger. My mind was, at first, occupied with the remoter consequences of this untimely departure,
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but my thoughts gradually returned to the contemplation of
its immediate effects. There were twenty miles to a ferry, by
which the travellers designed to cross the river, and at which
they expected to arrive at sun-rise the next morning. I have said
that the intermediate way was plain and direct. Their guide
professed to be thoroughly acquainted with it.—From what
quarter, then, could danger be expected to arise? It was easy to
enumerate and magnify possibilities; that a tree, or ridge, or
stone unobserved might overturn the carriage; that their horse
might fail, or be urged, by some accident, to flight, were far
from being impossible. Still they were such as justified caution.
My vigilance would, at least, contribute to their security. But I
could not for a moment divest myself of the belief, that my aid
was indispensable. As I pondered on this image my emotions
arose to terror.
All men are, at times, influenced by inexplicable sentiments.
Ideas haunt them in spite of all their efforts to discard them.
Prepossessions are entertained, for which their reason is unable
to discover any adequate cause. The strength of a belief, when
it is destitute of any rational foundation, seems, of itself, to furnish a new ground for credulity. We first admit a powerful persuasion, and then, from reflecting on the insufficiency of the
ground on which it is built, instead of being prompted to dismiss it, we become more forcibly attached to it.
I had received little of the education of design. I owed the
formation of my character chiefly to accident. I shall not pretend to determine in what degree I was credulous or superstitious. A belief, for which I could not rationally account, I was
sufficiently prone to consider as the work of some invisible
agent; as an intimation from the great source of existence and
knowledge. My imagination was vivid. My passions, when I
allowed them sway, were incontroulable. My conduct, as my
feelings, was characterised by precipitation and headlong
energy.
On this occasion I was eloquent in my remonstrances. I could
not suppress my opinion, that unseen danger lurked in their
way. When called upon to state the reasons of my apprehensions, I could only enumerate possibilities of which they were
already apprised, but which they regarded in their true light. I
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made bold enquiries into the importance of the motives that
should induce them to expose themselves to the least hazard.
They could not urge their horse beyond his real strength. They
would be compelled to suspend their journey for some time
the next day. A few hours were all that they could hope to save
by their utmost expedition. Were a few hours of such infinite
moment?
In these representations I was sensible that I had over-leaped
the bounds of rigid decorum. It was not my place to weigh his
motives and inducements. My age and situation, in this family,
rendered silence and submission my peculiar province. I had
hitherto confined myself within bounds of scrupulous propriety, but now I had suddenly lost sight of all regards but those
which related to the safety of the travellers.
Mr. Davis regarded my vehemence with suspicion. He eyed
me with more attention than I had hitherto received from
him. The impression which this unexpected interference made
upon him, I was, at the time, too much absorbed in other considerations to notice. It was afterwards plain that he suspected
my zeal to originate in a passion for his daughter, which it was
by no means proper for him to encourage. If this idea occurred
to him, his humanity would not suffer it to generate indignation or resentment in his bosom. On the contrary, he treated
my arguments with mildness, and assured me that I had overrated the inconveniences and perils of the journey. Some regard was to be paid to his daughter’s ease and health. He did
not believe them to be materially endangered. They should
make suitable provision of cloaks and caps against the inclemency of the air. Had not the occasion been extremely urgent,
and of that urgency he alone could be the proper judge, he
should certainly not consent to endure even these trivial inconveniences. “But you seem,” continued he, “chiefly anxious
for my daughter’s sake. There is, without doubt, a large portion of gallantry in your fears. It is natural and venial in a
young man to take infinite pains for the ser vice of the ladies;
but, my dear, what say you? I will refer this important question
to your decision. Shall we go, or wait till the morning?”
“Go, by all means,” replied she. “I confess the fears that have
been expressed appear to be groundless. I am bound to our
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young friend for the concern he takes in our welfare, but certainly his imagination misleads him. I am not so much a girl as
to be scared merely because it is dark.”
I might have foreseen this decision; but what could I say?
My fears and my repugnance were strong as ever.
The evil that was menaced was terrible. By remaining where
they were till the next day they would escape it. Was no other
method sufficient for their preservation? My attendance would
effectually obviate the danger.
This scheme possessed irresistible attractions. I was thankful
to the danger for suggesting it. In the fervour of my conceptions, I was willing to run to the world’s end to show my devotion to the lady. I could sustain, with alacrity, the fatigue of
many nights of travelling and watchfulness. I should unspeakably prefer them to warmth and ease, if I could thereby extort
from this lady a single phrase of gratitude or approbation.
I proposed to them to bear them company, at least till the
morning light. They would not listen to it. Half my purpose
was indeed answered by the glistening eyes and affectionate
looks of Miss Davis, but the remainder I was pertinaciously bent
on likewise accomplishing. If Mr. Davis had not suspected my
motives, he would probably have been less indisposed to compliance. As it was, however, his objections were insuperable.
They earnestly insisted on my relinquishing my design. My
uncle, also, not seeing any thing that justified extraordinary
precautions, added his injunctions. I was conscious of my inability to show any sufficient grounds for my fears. As long as
their representations rung in my ears, I allowed myself to be
ashamed of my weakness, and conjured up a temporary persuasion that my attendance was, indeed, superfluous, and that
I should show most wisdom in suffering them to depart alone.
But this persuasion was transient. They had no sooner placed
themselves in their carriage, and exchanged the parting adieus,
but my apprehensions returned upon me as forcibly as ever.
No doubt part of my despondency flowed from the idea of
separation, which, however auspicious it might prove to the
lady, portended unspeakable discomforts to me. But this was
not all. I was breathless with fear of some unknown and terrible disaster that awaited them. A hundred times I resolved to
disregard their remonstrances, and hover near them till the
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morning. This might be done without exciting their displeasure. It was easy to keep aloof and be unseen by them. I should
doubtless have pursued this method if my fears had assumed
any definite and consistent form; if, in reality, I had been able
distinctly to tell what it was that I feared. My guardianship
would be of no use against the obvious sources of danger in
the ruggedness and obscurity of the way. For that end I must
have tendered them my ser vices, which I knew would be refused, and, if pertinaciously obtruded on them, might justly
excite displeasure. I was not insensible, too, of the obedience
that was due to my uncle. My absence would be remarked.
Some anger and much disquietude would have been the consequences with respect to him. And after all, what was this
groundless and ridiculous persuasion that governed me? Had I
profited nothing by experience of the effects of similar follies?
Was I never to attend to the lessons of sobriety and truth? How
ignominious to be thus the slave of a fortuitous and inexplicable impulse! To be the victim of terrors more chimerical than
those which haunt the dreams of idiots and children! They can
describe clearly, and attribute a real existence to the object of
their terrors. Not so can I.
Influenced by these considerations, I shut the gate at which
I had been standing, and turned towards the house. After a
few steps I paused, turned, and listened to the distant sounds
of the carriage. My courage was again on the point of yielding,
and new efforts were requisite before I could resume my first
resolutions.
I spent a drooping and melancholy evening. My imagination continually hovered over our departed guests. I recalled
every circumstance of the road. I reflected by what means they
were to pass that bridge, or extricate themselves from this
slough. I imagined the possibility of their guide’s forgetting
the position of a certain oak that grew in the road. It was an
ancient tree, whose boughs extended, on all sides, to an extraordinary distance. They seemed disposed by nature in that
way in which they would produce the most ample circumference of shade. I could not recollect any other obstruction from
which much was to be feared. This indeed was several miles
distant, and its appearance was too remarkable not to have excited attention.
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The family retired to sleep. My mind had been too powerfully excited to permit me to imitate their example. The incidents of the last two days passed over my fancy like a vision.
The revolution was almost incredible which my mind had
undergone, in consequence of these incidents. It was so abrupt
and entire that my soul seemed to have passed into a new
form. I pondered on every incident till the surrounding scenes
disappeared, and I forgot my real situation. I mused upon the
image of Miss Davis till my whole soul was dissolved in tenderness, and my eyes overflowed with tears. There insensibly arose
a sort of persuasion that destiny had irreversably decreed that I
should never see her more.
While engaged in this melancholy occupation, of which I cannot say how long it lasted, sleep overtook me as I sat. Scarcely
a minute had elapsed during this period without conceiving
the design, more or less strenuously, of sallying forth, with a view
to overtake and guard the travellers; but this design was embarrassed with invincible objections, and was alternately formed
and laid aside. At length, as I have said, I sunk into profound
slumber, if that slumber can be termed profound, in which my
fancy was incessantly employed in calling up the forms, into
new combinations, which had constituted my waking reveries.
—The images were fleeting and transient, but the events of the
morrow recalled them to my remembrance with sufficient distinctness. The terrors which I had so deeply and unaccountably imbibed could not fail of retaining some portion of their
influence, in spite of sleep.
In my dreams, the design which I could not bring myself to
execute while awake I embraced without hesitation. I was
summoned, methought, to defend this lady from the attacks of
an assassin. My ideas were full of confusion and inaccuracy. All
that I can recollect is, that my efforts had been unsuccessful to
avert the stroke of the murderer. This, however, was not accomplished without drawing on his head a bloody retribution.
I imagined myself engaged, for a long time, in pursuit of the
guilty, and, at last, to have detected him in an artful disguise. I
did not employ the usual preliminaries which honour prescribes, but, stimulated by rage, attacked him with a pistol, and
terminated his career by a mortal wound.
I should not have described these phantoms had there not
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been a remarkable coincidence between them and the real
events of that night. In the morning, my uncle, whose custom
it was to rise first in the family, found me quietly reposing in
the chair in which I had fallen asleep. His summons roused
and startled me. This posture was so unusual that I did not
readily recover my recollection, and perceive in what circumstances I was placed.
I shook off the dreams of the night. Sleep had refreshed and
invigorated my frame, as well as tranquillized my thoughts. I
still mused on yesterday’s adventures, but my reveries were
more cheerful and benign. My fears and bodements were dispersed with the dark, and I went into the fields, not merely to
perform the duties of the day, but to ruminate on plans for the
future.
My golden visions, however, were soon converted into visions of despair. A messenger arrived before noon, intreating
my presence, and that of my uncle, at the house of Dr. Inglefield, a gentleman who resided at the distance of three miles
from our house. The messenger explained the intention of this
request. It appeared that the terrors of the preceding evening
had some mysterious connection with truth. By some deplorable accident, Miss Davis had been shot on the road, and was
still lingering in dreadful agonies at the house of this physician.
I was in a field near the road when the messenger approached
the house. On observing me, he called me. His tale was meagre and imperfect, but the substance of it it was easy to gather.
I stood for a moment motionless and aghast. As soon as I recovered my thoughts I set off full speed, and made not a moment’s pause till I reached the house of Inglefield.
The circumstances of this mournful event, as I was able to
collect them at different times, from the witnesses, were these.
After they had parted from us, they proceeded on their way for
some time without molestation. The clouds disappearing, the
star-light enabled them with less difficulty to discern their path.
They met not a human being till they came within less than three
miles of the oak which I have before described. Here Miss Davis
looked forward with some curiosity and said to her father, “Do
you not see some one in the road before us? I saw him this moment move across from the fence on the right hand and stand
still in the middle of the road.”
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“I see nothing, I must confess,” said the father: “but that is
no subject of wonder; your young eyes will of course see farther than my old ones.”
“I see him clearly at this moment,” rejoined the lady. “If he
remain a short time where he is, or seems to be, we shall be
able to ascertain his properties. Our horse’s head will determine whether his substance be impassive or not.”
The carriage slowly advancing, and the form remaining in
the same spot, Mr. Davis at length percieved it, but was not allowed a clearer examination, for the person, having, as it seemed,
ascertained the nature of the cavalcade, shot across the road,
and disappeared. The behaviour of this unknown person furnished the travellers with a topic of abundant speculation.
Few possessed a firmer mind than Miss Davis; but whether
she was assailed, on this occasion, with a mysterious foreboding
of her destiny; whether the eloquence of my fears had not, in
spite of resolution, infected her; or whether she imagined evils
that my incautious temper might draw upon me, and which
might originate in our late interview, certain it was that her
spirits were visibly depressed. This accident made no sensible
alteration in her. She was still disconsolate and incommunicative. All the efforts of her father were insufficient to inspire her
with cheerfulness. He repeatedly questioned her as to the cause
of this unwonted despondency. Her answer was, that her spirits
were indeed depressed, but she believed that the circumstance
was casual. She knew of nothing that could justify despondency. But such is humanity. Cheerfulness and dejection will
take their turns in the best regulated bosoms, and come and
go when they will, and not at the command of reason. This
observation was succeeded by a pause. At length Mr. Davis
said, “A thought has just occurred to me. The person whom
we just now saw is young Althorpe.”
Miss Davis was startled: “Why, my dear father, should you
think so? It is too dark to judge, at this distance, by resemblance of figure. Ardent and rash as he appears to be, I should
scarcely suspect him on this occasion. With all the fiery qualities of youth, unchastised by experience, untamed by adversity,
he is capable no doubt of extravagant adventures, but what
could induce him to act in this manner?”
“You know the fears that he expressed concerning the issue
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of this night’s journey. We know not what foundation he
might have had for these fears. He told us of no danger that
ought to deter us, but it is hard to conceive that he should have
been thus vehement without cause. We know not what motives might have induced him to conceal from us the sources of
his terror. And since he could not obtain our consent to his attending us, he has taken these means, perhaps, of effecting his
purpose. The darkness might easily conceal him from our observation. He might have passed us without our noticing him,
or he might have made a circuit in the woods we have just
passed, and come out before us.”
“That I own,” replied the daughter, “is not improbable. If it
be true, I shall be sorry for his own sake, but if there be any
danger from which his attendance can secure us, I shall be well
pleased for all our sakes. He will reflect with some satisfaction,
perhaps, that he has done or intended us a ser vice. It would be
cruel to deny him a satisfaction so innocent.”
“Pray, my dear, what think you of this young man? Does his
ardour to serve us flow from a right source?”
“It flows, I have no doubt, from a double source. He has a
kind heart, and delights to oblige others: but this is not all. He
is likewise in love, and imagines that he cannot do too much
for the object of his passion.”
“Indeed!” exclaimed Mr. Davis, in some surprise. “You speak
very positively. That is no more than it suspected; but how
came you to know it with so much certainty?”
“The information came to me in the directest manner. He
told me so himself.”
“So ho! why, the impertinent young rogue!”
“Nay, my dear father, his behavior did not merit that epithet. He is rash and inconsiderate. That is the utmost amount
of his guilt. A short absence will show him the true state of his
feelings. It was unavoidable, in one of his character, to fall in
love with the first woman whose appearance was in any degree
specious. But attachments like these will be extinguished as easily as they are formed. I do not fear for him on this account.”
“Have you reason to fear for him on any account?”
“Yes. The period of youth will soon pass away. Overweening
and fickle, he will go on committing one mistake after another,
incapable of repairing his errors, or of profiting by the daily
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lessons of experience. His genius will be merely an implement
of mischief. His greater capacity will be evinced merely by the
greater portion of unhappiness that, by means of it, will accrue
to others or rebound upon himself.”
“I see, my dear, that your spirits are low. Nothing else,
surely, could suggest such melancholy presages. For my part, I
question not, but he will one day be a fine fellow and a happy
one. I like him exceedingly. I shall take pains to be acquainted
with his future adventures, and do him all the good that I can.”
“That intention,” said his daughter, “is worthy of the goodness of your heart. He is no less an object of regard to me than
to you. I trust I shall want neither the power nor inclination to
contribute to his welfare. At present, however, his welfare will
be best promoted by forgetting me. Hereafter, I shall solicit a
renewal of intercourse.”
“Speak lower,” said the father. “If I mistake not, there is the
same person again.” He pointed to the field that skirted the
road on the left hand. The young lady’s better eyes enabled her
to detect his mistake. It was the trunk of a cherry-tree that he
had observed.
They proceeded in silence. Contrary to custom, the lady was
buried in musing. Her father, whose temper and inclinations
were moulded by those of his child, insensibly subsided into
the same state.
The re-appearance of the same figure that had already excited
their attention diverted them anew from their contemplations.
“As I live,” exclaimed Mr. Davis, “that thing, whatever it be,
haunts us. I do not like it. This is strange conduct for young
Althorpe to adopt. Instead of being our protector, the danger,
against which he so pathetically warned us, may be, in some inscrutable way, connected with this personage. It is best to be
upon our guard.”
“Nay, my father,” said the lady, “be not disturbed. What danger can be dreaded by two persons from one? This thing, I dare
say, means us no harm. What is at present inexplicable might be
obvious enough if we were better acquainted with this neighbourhood. It is not worth a thought. You see it is now gone.”
Mr. Davis looked again, but it was no longer discernible.
They were now approaching a wood. Mr. Davis called to the
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guide to stop. His daughter enquired the reason of this command. She found it arose from his uncertainty as to the propriety of proceeding.
“I know not how it is,” said he, “but I begin to be affected
with the fears of young Althorpe. I am half resolved not to
enter this wood.—That light yonder informs that a house is
near. It may not be unadvisable to stop. I cannot think of delaying our journey till morning; but, by stopping a few minutes, we may possibly collect some useful information. Perhaps
it will be expedient and practicable to procure the attendance
of another person. I am not well pleased with myself for declining our young friend’s offer.”
To this proposal Miss Davis objected the inconveniences
that calling at a farmer’s house, at this time of night, when all
were retired to rest, would probably occasion. “Besides,” continued she, “the light which you saw is gone: a sufficient proof
that it was nothing but a meteor.”
At this moment they heard a noise, at a small distance
behind them, as of shutting a gate. They called. Speedily an answer was returned in a tone of mildness. The person approached the chaise, and enquired who they were, whence they
came, whither they were going, and, lastly, what they wanted.
Mr. Davis explained to this inquisitive person, in a few words,
the nature of their situation, mentioned the appearance on the
road, and questioned him, in his turn, as to what inconveniences were to be feared from prosecuting his journey. Satisfactory answers were returned to these enquiries.
“As to what you seed in the road,” continued he, “I reckon
it was nothing but a sheep or a cow. I am not more scary than
some folks, but I never goes out a’ nights without I sees some
sich thing as that, that I takes for a man or woman, and am
scared a little oftentimes, but not much. I’m sure after to find
that it’s not nothing but a cow, or hog, or tree, or something.
If it wasn’t some sich thing you seed, I reckon it was Nick
Handyside.”
“Nick Handyside! who was he?”
“It was a fellow that went about the country a’ nights. A
shocking fool to be sure, that loved to plague and frighten
people. Yes. Yes. It couldn’t be nobody, he reckoned, but Nick.
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Nick was a droll thing. He wondered they’d never heard of
Nick. He reckoned they were strangers in these here parts.”
“Very true, my friend. But who is Nick? Is he a reptile to be
shunned, or trampled on?”
“Why I don’t know how as that. Nick is an odd soul to be
sure; but he don’t do nobody no harm, as ever I heard, except
by scaring them. He is easily skeart though, for that matter,
himself. He loves to frighten folks, but he’s shocking apt to be
frightened himself. I reckon you took Nick for a ghost. That’s
a shocking good story, I declare. Yet it’s happened hundreds
and hundreds of times, I guess, and more.”
When this circumstance was mentioned, my uncle, as well as
myself, was astonished at our own negligence. While enumerating, on the preceding evening, the obstacles and inconveniences which the travellers were likely to encounter, we entirely
and unaccountably overlooked one circumstance, from which
inquietude might reasonably have been expected. Near the
spot where they now were, lived a Mr. Handyside, whose only
son was an idiot. He also merited the name of monster, if a
projecting breast, a mis-shapen head, features horrid and distorted, and a voice that resembled nothing that was ever before
heard, could entitle him to that appellation. This being, besides
the natural deformity of his frame, wore looks and practised
gesticulations that were, in an inconceivable degree, uncouth
and hideous. He was mischievous, but his freaks were subjects
of little apprehension to those who were accustomed to them,
though they were frequently occasions of alarm to strangers.
He particularly delighted in imposing on the ignorance of
strangers and the timidity of women. He was a perpetual rover.
Entirely bereft of reason, his sole employment consisted in
sleeping, and eating, and roaming. He would frequently escape
at night, and a thousand anecdotes could have been detailed
respecting the tricks which Nick Handyside had played upon
way-farers.
Other considerations, however, had, in this instance, so much
engrossed our minds, that Nick Handyside had never been
once thought of or mentioned. This was the more remarkable,
as there had very lately happened an adventure, in which this
person had acted a principal part. He had wandered from
home, and got bewildered in a desolate tract, known by the
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name of Norwood. It was a region, rude, sterile, and lonely,
bestrewn with rocks, and embarrassed with bushes.
He had remained for some days in this wilderness. Unable
to extricate himself, and, at length, tormented with hunger, he
manifested his distress by the most doleful shrieks. These were
uttered with most vehemence, and heard at greatest distance,
by night. At first, those who heard them were panic-struck;
but, at length, they furnished a clue by which those who were
in search of him were guided to the spot. Notwithstanding the
recentness and singularity of this adventure, and the probability that our guests would suffer molestation from this cause, so
strangely forgetful had we been, that no caution on this head
had been given. This caution, indeed, as the event testified,
would have been superfluous, and yet I cannot enough wonder that in hunting for some reason, by which I might justify
my fears to them or to myself, I had totally overlooked this
mischief-loving idiot.
After listening to an ample description of Nick, being warned
to proceed with particular caution in a part of the road that
was near at hand, and being assured that they had nothing to
dread from human interference, they resumed their journey
with new confidence.
Their attention was frequently excited by rustling leaves or
stumbling footsteps, and the figure which they doubted not to
belong to Nick Handyside, occasionally hovered in their sight.
This appearance no longer inspired them with apprehension.
They had been assured that a stern voice was sufficient to repulse him, when most importunate. This antic being treated all
others as children. He took pleasure in the effects which the
sight of his own deformity produced, and betokened his satisfaction by a laugh, which might have served as a model to the
poet who has depicted the ghastly risibilities of Death. On this
occasion, however, the monster behaved with unusual moderation. He never came near enough for his peculiarities to be
distinguished by star-light. There was nothing fantastic in his
motions, nor any thing surprising, but the celerity of his transitions. They were unaccompanied by those howls, which reminded you at one time of a troop of hungry wolves, and had,
at another, something in them inexpressibly wild and melancholy. This monster possessed a certain species of dexterity. His
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talents, differently applied, would have excited rational admiration. He was fleet as a deer. He was patient, to an incredible degree, of watchfulness, and cold, and hunger. He had improved
the flexibility of his voice, till his cries, always loud and rueful,
were capable of being diversified without end. Instances had
been known, in which the stoutest heart was appalled by them;
and some, particularly in the case of women, in which they had
been productive of consequences truly deplorable.
When the travellers had arrived at that part of the wood
where, as they had been informed, it was needful to be particularly cautious, Mr. Davis, for their greater security, proposed
to his daughter to alight. The exercise of walking, he thought,
after so much time spent in a close carriage, would be salutary
and pleasant. The young lady readily embraced the proposal.
They forthwith alighted, and walked at a small distance before
the chaise, which was now conducted by the servant. From this
moment the spectre, which, till now, had been occasionally visible, entirely disappeared. This incident naturally led the conversation to this topic. So singular a specimen of the forms which
human nature is found to assume could not fail of suggesting a
variety of remarks.
They pictured to themselves many combinations of circumstances in which Handyside might be the agent, and in which
the most momentous effects might flow from his agency, without its being possible for others to conjecture the true nature
of the agent. The propensities of this being might contribute to
realize, on an American road, many of those imaginary tokens
and perils which abound in the wildest romance. He would be
an admirable machine, in a plan whose purpose was to generate or foster, in a given subject, the frenzy of quixotism.—No
theatre was better adapted than Norwood to such an exhibition. This part of the country had long been deserted by beasts
of prey. Bears might still, perhaps, be found during a very rigorous season, but wolves which, when the country was a desert,
were extremely numerous, had now, in consequence of increasing population, withdrawn to more savage haunts. Yet the
voice of Handyside, varied with the force and skill of which he
was known to be capable, would fill these shades with outcries
as ferocious as those which are to be heard in Siamese or Abyssinian forests. The tale of his recent elopement had been told
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by the man with whom they had just parted, in a rustic but
picturesque style.
“But why,” said the lady, “did not our kind host inform us of
this circumstance? He must surely have been well acquainted
with the existence and habits of this Handyside. He must have
perceived to how many groundless alarms our ignorance, in this
respect, was likely to expose us. It is strange that he did not
afford us the slightest intimation of it.”
Mr. Davis was no less surprised at this omission. He was at a
loss to conceive how this should be forgotten in the midst of
those minute directions, in which every cause had been laboriously recollected from which he might incur danger or suffer
obstruction.
This person, being no longer an object of terror, began to be
regarded with a very lively curiosity. They even wished for his
appearance and near approach, that they might carry away with
them more definite conceptions of his figure. The lady declared she should be highly pleased by hearing his outcries, and
consoled herself with the belief, that he would not allow them
to pass the limits which he had prescribed to his wanderings,
without greeting them with a strain or two. This wish had
scarcely been uttered, when it was completely gratified.
The lady involuntarily started, and caught hold of her father’s
arm. Mr. Davis himself was disconcerted. A scream, dismally
loud, and piercingly shrill, was uttered by one at less than twenty
paces from them.
The monster had shown some skill in the choice of a spot
suitable to his design. Neighbouring precipices, and a thick
umbrage of oaks, on either side, contributed to prolong and to
heighten his terrible notes. They were rendered more awful by
the profound stillness that preceded and followed them. They
were able speedily to quiet the trepidations which this hideous
outcry, in spite of preparation and foresight, had produced,
but they had not foreseen one of its unhappy consequences.
In a moment Mr. Davis was alarmed by the rapid sound of
footsteps behind him. His presence of mind, on this occasion,
probably saved himself and his daughter from instant destruction. He leaped out of the path, and, by a sudden exertion, at
the same moment, threw the lady to some distance from the
tract. The horse that drew the chaise rushed by them with the
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celerity of lightning. Affrighted at the sounds which had been
uttered at a still less distance from the horse than from Mr.
Davis, possibly with a malicious design to produce this very
effect, he jerked the bridle from the hands that held it, and
rushed forward with headlong speed. The man, before he could
provide for his own safety, was beaten to the earth. He was considerably bruised by the fall, but presently recovered his feet,
and went in pursuit of the horse.
This accident happened at about a hundred yards from the
oak, against which so many cautions had been given. It was not
possible, at any time, without considerable caution, to avoid it.
It was not to be wondered at, therefore, that, in a few seconds,
the carriage was shocked against the trunk, overturned, and
dashed into a thousand fragments. The noise of the crash sufficiently informed them of this event. Had the horse been inclined to stop, a repetition, for the space of some minutes, of
the same savage and terrible shrieks would have added tenfold
to his consternation and to the speed of his flight. After this dismal strain had ended, Mr. Davis raised his daughter from the
ground. She had suffered no material injury. As soon as they recovered from the confusion into which this accident had thrown
them, they began to consult upon the measures proper to be
taken upon this emergency. They were left alone. The servant
had gone in pursuit of the flying horse. Whether he would be
able to retake him was extremely dubious. Meanwhile they were
surrounded by darkness. What was the distance of the next
house could not be known. At that hour of the night they
could not hope to be directed, by the far-seen taper, to any
hospitable roof. The only alternative, therefore, was to remain
where they were, uncertain of the fate of their companion, or
to go forward with the utmost expedition.
They could not hesitate to embrace the latter. In a few minutes they arrived at the oak. The chaise appeared to have been
dashed against a knotty projecture of the trunk, which was
large enough for a person to be conveniently seated on it.
Here they again paused.—Miss Davis desired to remain here a
few minutes to recruit her exhausted strength. She proposed to
her father to leave her here, and go forward in quest of the horse
and the servant. He might return as speedily as he thought
proper. She did not fear to be alone. The voice was still. Having
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accomplished his malicious purposes, the spectre had probably
taken his final leave of them. At all events, if the report of the
rustic was true, she had no personal injury to fear from him.
Through some deplorable infatuation, as he afterwards
deemed it, Mr. Davis complied with her intreaties, and went in
search of the missing. He had engaged in a most unpromising
undertaking. The man and horse were by this time at a considerable distance. The former would, no doubt, shortly return.
Whether his pursuit succeeded or miscarried, he would surely
see the propriety of hastening his return with what tidings he
could obtain, and to ascertain his master’s situation. Add to
this, the impropriety of leaving a woman, single and unarmed,
to the machinations of this demoniac. He had scarcely parted
with her when these reflections occurred to him. His resolution
was changed. He turned back with the intention of immediately seeking her. At the same moment, he saw the flash and
heard the discharge of a pistol. The light proceeded from the
foot of the oak. His imagination was filled with horrible forebodings. He ran with all his speed to the spot. He called aloud
upon the name of his daughter, but, alas! she was unable to
answer him. He found her stretched at the foot of the tree,
senseless, and weltering in her blood. He lifted her in his arms,
and seated her against the trunk. He found himself stained
with blood, flowing from a wound, which either the darkness
of the night, or the confusion of his thoughts, hindered him
from tracing. Overwhelmed with a catastrophe so dreadful and
unexpected, he was divested of all presence of mind. The author of his calamity had vanished. No human being was at
hand to succour him in his uttermost distress. He beat his
head against the ground, tore away his venerable locks, and
rent the air with his cries.
Fortunately there was a dwelling at no great distance from
this scene. The discharge of a pistol produces a sound too loud
not to be heard far and wide, in this lonely region. This house
belonged to a physician. He was a man noted for his humanity
and sympathy. He was roused, as well as most of his family, by
a sound so uncommon. He rose instantly, and calling up his
people proceeded with lights to the road. The lamentations of
Mr. Davis directed them to the place. To the physician the
scene was inexplicable. Who was the author of this distress; by
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whom the pistol was discharged; whether through some untoward chance or with design, he was as yet uninformed, nor
could he gain any information from the incoherent despair of
Mr. Davis.
Every measure that humanity and professional skill could
suggest were employed on this occasion. The dying lady was
removed to the house. The ball had lodged in her brain, and
to extract it was impossible. Why should I dwell on the remaining incidents of this tale? She languished till the next
morning, and then expired.
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